Bouvry Exports EID Instructions
Below you will find an easy to use guide on filling out the Equine Identification
Document (EID) in order for a horse to be accepted.

As of July 31, 2010 it is MANDATORY for all equines to be accompanied with an
accurate and properly completed EID.
EID’s were introduced as a way to maintain traceability.
The benefits of an EID are the accountability to the horse owner, the traceability
for the abattoir and the consumer confidence in safe Canadian equine products.
Thus, EIDs must be filled out with the most accurate information available.
Falsification of an EID may result in monetary fines, restrictions on bringing in
future horses and individuals being completely banned from the facility.
Random blood/tissue samples are taken internally and by the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency (CFIA) on a daily basis. Positive results are confirmed with a
third party lab. The horse owner is notified of the positive test and CFIA will do a
full investigation.
We hope that this information is helpful! If you have any questions or need
assistance with filling out an EID you can contact our livestock office Monday –
Friday 8am- 4pm @ 403-553-4431
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1.Name- Must be owner of horse

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

a. Proof of sale must be provided if horse is branded with a registered brand not registered
to the listed owner on EID document.
Address: Must provide full mailing address
Phone Number- Must provide active phone number/numbers for owner of horse
Primary location of animal- Must be rural address or land location coordinates.
Ex. 211409 TWP 20-1 or AA01LB3PB .CANNOT be mailing address (box number)
Primary use of animal- ex. pleasure, rodeo, working, breeding mare.
Approximate age of animal- if not know please fill out *UNK*

7. Listing of all visible acquired markings- Marks that the horse was not born with or has “acquired”
throughout their life.
8. If marked yes, please list; date, dose, administration type (ex. Pills, liquid, cream) and
withdrawal period listed on treatment given.
9. If marked yes, please provide details of diagnosis and recovery on back side of sheet.
10. For reference a list of prohibited drugs can be found at https://www.inspection.gc.ca/foodsafety-for-industry/archived-food-guidance/meat-and-poultry-products/manual-ofprocedures/chapter-17/annex-e/eng/1370023131206/1370023203607#e5
11. Dates MUST be as accurate as possible and must read month-day-year ( ex: May-3-2016)
By signing the owner declaration you are confirming that the information you have provided is
as accurate as possible.
12. Written Description
a. Height to be recorded in hands. 1 hands = 4inches
b. White marking MUST be recorded in RED pen. Other marking are to be done in BLACK
pen. ( See below for directions on how to fill out drawing accurately)
c. Color of horse: See list below
Black: When black pigment is general throughout the coat, limbs, mane and tail, with no pattern factor present other
than white markings.
Brown: When there is a mixture of black and brown pigment in the coat, with black limbs, mane and tail.
Bay-brown: When the predominate color is brown, with muzzle bay, black limbs, mane and tail.
Bay: Bay varies considerably in shade from dull red approaching brown, to a yellowish color approaching chestnut, but it
can be distinguished from the chestnut by the fact that the bay has a black mane and tail and almost invariably has black
on the limbs and tips of the ears.
Chestnut: This color consists of yellow-colored hair in different degrees of intensity, which may be noted if thought
desirable. A "true" chestnut has a chestnut mane and tail which may be lighter or darker than the body color. Lighter
colored chestnut may have flaxen mane and tail. The sorrel color must be reported under that name.
Grey: When the body coat is a varying mosaic of black and white hair, with black skin. With advancing age, the coat grows
lighter in color. The flea-bitten grey may contain three colors or the two basic colors and should be so described. A pure
white is exceptional.
Mouse: This description is sometimes used for a grey horse with black mane and tail.
Blue roan: When the body color is black or black-brown, with a mixture of white hair, which gives a blue tinge to the coat.
On the limbs from the knees and hocks down, the black hair usually predominates.
Bay roan: When the body color is bay or bay-brown, with an admixture of white hair, which gives a reddish tinge to the
coat. On the limbs from the knees and hocks down the black hairs usually predominate.
Strawberry/ Chestnut Roan: When the body color is chestnut with an admixture of white hairs.
Blue dun: The body color is a dilute black evenly distributed. The mane and tail are black. There may or may not be a
dorsal band (list) and/or withers stripe. The skin is black.
Yellow dun: There is a diffuse yellow pigment in the hair. The mane and tail are black. There may or may not be a dorsal
band (list) and/or withers stripe and bars on the legs. The striping is usually associated with black pigment on the head
and limbs. The skin is black.
Piebald: The body coat consists of large irregular patches of black and white. The line of demarcation between the two
colors is generally well defined.
Skewbald: The body consists of large irregular patches of white and of any definite color except black. The line of
demarcation between the colors is generally well-defined.
Odd colored: The body coat consists of large irregular patches of more than two colors, which may merge into each other
at the edges of the patches.
Isabella: The body coat is of a cream color, with black mane and tail.
Cream: The body coat is of a cream color, with non-pigmented skin. The iris is deficient in pigment and is often devoid of
it, giving the eye a pinkish or bluish appearance.
Palomino: The body coat is a newly-minted gold coin color (lighter or darker shades are permissible) with a white mane
and tail.
Appaloosa: Body color is grey, covered with a mosaic of black or brown spots.

d. Head markings- refer to link below for reference

e. Coat Markings- Please
refer to link below for reference
f. Limb markings- Please
refer to link below for reference

https://www.inspection.gc.ca/animalhealth/terrestrialPart 12- Completing the diagram directions:
animals/diseases/accredited-veterinarian-smanual/chapterAnything that appears as white on the animal MUST be recorded in RED on the diagram.
2/eng/1345231064142/1345231128550?cha
This includes;
p=2
 White marks
 Bordered marks
 Mixed marks
 Few white hairs
 Unpigmented areas
 White patches
 The presences of white hairs in the mane or tail if main color of mane or
tail is not white.
 Permanent white marks in the coat obtained through trauma, freeze
branding, surgery, ect.
Identifying markings which are not white MUST be show in BLACK pen






Whorls
Black spots and marks
Scars
Brand marks
Zebra marks, wither stripes and lists

General directions for filling out;







MUST BE IN BLUE PEN
Original copy must accompany horse to slaughter facility.
Photocopy of EID will not be accepted
Only the horse owner may sign the owner declaration
If horse is branded with a brand not registered to the listed owner a bill of sale must
accompany the EID form.
Mistakes must be initialed
Do not fill out Transient Agent declaration section

